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1I. INTRODUCTION
This project was undertaken to provide basic data on the
variations of luminosity of the main planets as a function of
phase angle and wavelength. The lack of basic empirical data
had in the past greatly hindered theoretical studies of plane-
tary atmospheres; in particular, the integral albedo governing
the heat balance of the atmosphere remained uncertain and the
interpretation of the phase curves through models of the
planetary atmospheres was practically impossible. The results
obtained under NsG 89-60 have in large measure filled this
gap in empirical data. In addition, important new results were
obtained concerning instrumentation for photoelectric photome-
try. Finally, significant advances have been made in the ap-
plication of radiative transfer theory to planetary atmospheres.
The observational program ran during a three-year period
between late 1962 and 1965, at Le Houga Observatory in southern
France and the Boyden Observatory in South Africa. Ten narrow-
band filters between 3150 A and 1.06_ and UBV were used for
the observations of the planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, and of the moon.
The results of the research appear in the published litera-
ture and in Appendices I and II to this report. The following
section provides a brief summary of the results and a guide to
the Bibliography.
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II. RESULTS
The results obtained under this grant can best be described
through reference to the Bibliography. Included with each
article is the abstract or part of the introduction. Two
papers now prepared for publication but for which a journal
reference is not yet available are attached as Appendices I and
II.
A. Advances in Instrumentation
Important new basic knowledge concerning photomultipliers
and their application in astronomical photometry has been ob-
tained through the work undertaken on this grant. Young (1962,
1963) presented the first detailed study of temperature effects
in photomultipliers under conditions applicable to astronomical
photometry. Irvine, Pikoos, Charon and Lecomte (1964) made
what is apparently the first published investigation of the
effect of high voltage on spectral sensitivity for photomulti-
pliers in astronomical use. These investigations demonstrated
that the effects may be much larger than had previously been
realized.
B. Theoretical Studies of Radiative Transfer in Planetary
Atmospheres
Under Supplements 1 and 2 to the basic grant and under
Harvard Subcontract A24658 to the University of Massachusetts,
basic research was undertaken on the theoretical problems
that must be solved in order to interpret the observational
results. Until quite recently, rigorous radiative transfer
theory has been largely confined to problems involving isotro-
pic or Rayleigh scattering. In planetary atmospheres, however,
because of the presence of cloud droplets and aerosol particles,
the scattering tends to be very anisotropic. Methods for
studying the diffuse reflection and transmission in such atmos-
pheres were studied. Irvine (1965b, 1965c) used the Neumann
solution to investigate these processes in optically thin
layers. A method developed by van de Hulst permitted extension
of the results to optically thick and semi-infinite atmospheres
(Irvine 1966c, 1968d). Irvine (1966c) investigated the devia-
t_**_ from _I=_i_=I _a_ative transfer theory that occur
when very large particles are present (for example, as may be
the case in Saturn's rings). Special problems arise in the
study of absorption line shapes and strengths in multiply-scat-
tering atmospheres. Irvine (1965a, 1966b, 1967a) developed an
analytical approach to this problem. Application of the radia-
tive transfer calculations to real atmospheres required a study
and review of the optical characteristics of water and ice in
the infrared. The results of this study (Irvine, lg67b, and
Irvine and Pollack, 1968a) probably provide the best values
currently available for the infrared absorption coefficient
and index of refraction of water and ice. Because the study
of line shapes in the near infrared involves the computation
of intensities at a large number of frequency points, it is
important to find very rapid means of computing reflection
and transmission. Irvine (1966a, 1968c) carried out an evalua-
tion of approximate methods used for such computations. Irvine
(1968b) recently published a review of the theoretical results
obtained under this grant.
C. The Planetary Observations and T heir Interpretation
Menzel (1962a, 1966, 1967a and 1967b) presented an analysis
and discussion of previously published observational results
for Mars, Venus and the moon. The observational procedures
and the goals of the grant research have been discussed by
Menzel (1962b) and Young and Irvine (1967). A preliminary
discussion of the data obtained at the Le Houga site was pre-
sented by Irvine, Simon and Menzel (1968e, 1968f). These ob-
servations gave good agreement with previous investigations in
areas of overlap. New results include detection of a decline
in the albedo of Venus between _6250 and l.e6_,rather complete
data on rotational variations of the Martian albedo, and ob-
servations of Jupiter which are compatible with an ii- or 12-
year cycle in its albedo. The results of the observations from
Le Houga Observatory appear in tabular form in a paper by Irvine,
Simon, Menzel, Charon, Lecomte, Griboval and Young (1968g and
Appendix I). A similar presentation of the data from the Boyden
Observatory has been prepared by Irvine, Simon, Menzel, Pikoos
and Young (1968h and Appendix II).
D. Laboratory Experiments
Interpretation of the observational results can be signifi-
cantly enhanced by certain laboratory experiments. Some ini-
tial steps in this direction were taken under the __---_^_=_ ___
the University of Massachusetts and are described in Appendix
III. The studies involved investigation of the reflection
spectrum from simulated Venus atmospheres in a long-path absorp-
tion cell. Support for the further development of these experi-
ments will be obtained elsewhere.
E. Further Research
The scientific results outlined above do not exhaust the
results obtained under NsG 89-60. Further contributions to the
scientific literature are in preparation, based on the data
obtained under the grant, including:
a. Observations of Uranus and Neptune with 13 filters.
(Because these fainter objects were frequently observed
under different conditions of high voltage than the
extinction objects, they have been handled separately.)
b. The observations of the moon. (These observations were
made with a separate telescope and are also being re-
duced separately.)
c. Further observations of Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn. (Certain observations of these planets
under unorthodox conditions are being reduced separatel_)
d. A vast wealth of data on the monochromatic extinction of
the atmosphere above the Le Houga and Boyden Observa-
tories as a function of season. These results should
be valuable to atmospheric scientists. They may help
to decide, for example, the current controversy over
whether aerosol particles contain a significant imagin-
ary (absorbing) part to their index of refraction.
e. Special planetary studies. The tabulated results in
Appendices I and II provide a quantity of data for
special studies (meteorological conditions on Mars,
rotational effects on Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, pos-
sible ultraviolet fluctuations in the albedo of Venus_
etc.). These studies are being pursued by Dr. Irvine
under NASA Grant NGR 22-010-023.
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1962
MENZEL, D. H.
(1962a) The Atmosphere of Mars, M_moires de la Soci_t_ Royale des
Sciences de Liege, Fifth Series, [, 411, 1962.
A discussion primarily concerned with the HgO vapour con-
tent of the atmosphere. It is inferred that two major
layers of particulate matter are present; namely, a thick
layer of large (>i _) dust particles near the Martian
surface that are responsible for the planet's red colour,
and a very thin layer of small (_0.02 _) ice crystals
lying probably well above the dust layer. This sugges-
tion is consistent with the observed association between
the blue layer and the underlying polar (frost) caps.
-- A New Program of Planetary Photography, M4moires de la
(1962b) Soci_t_ Royale des Sciences de Liege, Fifth Series, _,
224, 1962.
This project is designed to make effective use of a new
p.e. photometer that enables 13 spectral regions between
3200 A and >10,000 A to be scanned in rapid succession.
Concurrent programmes of multi-colour photometry of the
planets Mars and Venus, and of the Moon, with the new
16 inch Cassegrain reflector at Boyden Observatory,
S. Africa, and the 12 inch reflector of the Le Houga Ob-
servatory, S. France, commenced in the summer of 1962,
and will continue until 1965.
YOUNG, A. T.
Temperature Effects in Photomultipliers (Abstract). Astro-
nomical Journal, 67, 286, 1962.
The effect of temperature changes on the spectral response
curves of RCA IP21, EMI 6256 and 9558, and Farnsworth
FW-II8 photomultipliers has been measured for two tubes of
each type. The cathodes are respectively S-4 (Sb-Cs),
S-13 (Sb-Cs), S-20 (Sb-Na-K-Cs), and S-I (Ag-O-Cs--[.---AII
but the FW_II8 have Sb-Cs dynode surfaces.
Cooling from room temperature to dry-ice temperature
causes changes in relative spectral response of the
order of 10% or less for the Sb-Cs cathodes for
_<5000 A, for the S-20 cathode for 146250, and for
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the S-I cathode over at least the range from 6250 to
10,000 A. At i=7300, the S-20 cathode loses about 30% of
its normal sensitivity when it is refrigerated. The data
are consistent with a temperature coefficient of -0.04%/°C
per stage for the Sb-Cs dynodes.
The Sb-Cs cathodes lose a large fraction of their sensi-
tivity for I>5000 A when they are refrigerated. This loss
is more than enough to account for the discrepancy between
observed B-V colors of stars and colors computed from
stellar atmosphere theory. The coefficient of the tem-
perature effect between 5000 and 6000 A is 1.12x10 -s mag./
°C/A. _...__ typically_ . requires_ a temperature stabilization
of one or two degrees if a IP21 is required to carry a
color zero point in this part of the spectrum with an accu-
racy of 1%.
1963
YOUNG, A. T.
Temperature Effects in Photomultipliers and Astronomical
Photometry, Applied Optics, 2, 51, 1963.
Temperature coefficients are reported for photomultiplier
tube types used in astronomy. For 1% stability of gain
and colour response, temperature regulation of I°C or
better is generally required. This is nearly an order of
magnitude better than what is usually achieved at the
telescope, but careful use of a well-designed cold box
should make I°C temperature stability possible. For maxi-
mum stability and reproducibility, ordinary blue-sensitive
tubes should be avoided at wavelengths longer than 5000 A,
and trialkali cathodes should not be used beyond 6500 A.
1964
IRVINE, W. M.
Effect of High Voltage on Spectral Sensitivity for Two
Photomultipliers, with C. Pikoos, J. Charon, and
G. Lecomte. Astrophysical Journal, 140, 1629, 1964.
Changes in the spectral sensitivity of the EMI 6256 and
Farnsworth FW-iI8 photomultip!iers as a function of the
high voltage applied to the tubes were examined by obser-
ving intensities of a standard star through various fil-
ters. The results showed that there was no appreciable
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change in sensitivity with voltage for the 6256 tube, but
that there were appreciable effects in the FW-II8 tube at
larger wavelengths. Reasons for the latter results are
discussed, with a possible remedy.
1965
IRVINE, W. M.
(1965a) The Distribution of Photon Optical Paths in a Scattering
Atmosphere (Abstract). Astronomical Journal, 70, 679,
1965.
Ordinarily in problems of radiative transfer in media which
exhibit both scattering and true absorption it is necessary
to solve the equation of transfer separately for each value
of the single scattering albedo e. For the study of ab-
sorption lines or bands, when e is a rapidly changing
function over the frequency range of interest, it would be
useful to express the intensity I(a) in terms of the solu-
tion I(1) in the conservative case. This is particularly
important in the infrared, where the bandwidth of a detec-
tor may be such that the transmission function for a sample
of the atmosphere cannot be considered exponential. A
method of handling such problems for a homogeneous medium
is described in terms of the distribution of photon paths
in the medium. It is shown that this distribution obeys
a generalized equation of transfer and generalized prin-
ciples of invariance. Solutions in limiting cases are
obtained by a transform technique.
-- Multiple Scattering by Large Particles, Astrophysical
(1965b) Journal, 142, 1563, 1965.
The Neumann solution to the scalar equation of transfer in
a homogeneous layer of optical thickness T*<I is obtained
numerically for sample phase functions with large forward
and backward peaks. The results are presented graphically
and are compared with the intensities and albedos computed
by several approximate methods.
-- Multiple Scattering by Large Particles (Abstract). Inter-
(1965c) national Union of Geodesy and Geophysics Monograph No. 28,
ii, 1965.
The problem of diffuse reflection and transmission by a
homogeneous plane-parallel cloud or dust layer is made
difficult by the extreme asymmetry of the phase function
(indicatrix) for single scattering. The appropriate
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radiative transfer problem has generally been oversimpli-
fied, and exact results are needed with which to evaluate
the various approximate methods which have been employed.
In the present paper the advantages of using the Neumann
solution (expansion in successive orders of scattering) are
discussed. This series, although slowly convergent, is
exact and may be used for machine computation. Results
are presented in graphical form for non-emitting layers of
optical thickness illuminated unidirectionally from above.
Scalar phase functions similar to those given by Deirmend-
jian (Appl. Optics 3, 187, 1964) for maritime and contin-
ental haze were used. The exact results show that the
monochromatic albedo may be determined with reasonable ac-
curacy by using methods which take into account the large
asymmetry of the phase function, but which use only an ap-
proximate description of the multiple scattering process
(diffusion-type method of Fritz, two stream theory for nor-
mal incidence). Some authors have attempted to obtain a
qualitative idea of the effect of multiple, large particle
scattering by using exact solutions of the equation of
transfer, but a phase function consisting of only two or
three terms of a Legendre series (either using the most
asymmetric, non-negative such function, or else by equating
moments to the exact phase function, which introduces
negative scattering at certain angles). These procedures
give very erroneous results for the reflection and trans-
mission as a function of angle for the thin layers con-
sidered here. A much better procedure is the approxi-
mation suggested by Sobolev (Perenos Luchistoi Ener@ii v
Atmosferakh Zvesd i Planet, Ch. X). Even the latter
method may, however, omit certain subtle but interesting
features.
1966
IRVINE, W. M.
(1966a) Comparison of Exact with Approximate Solutions of the
Equation of Transfer for Very Elongated Phase Functions
(Abstract). Astronomical Journal, 71, 859, 1966.
The scalar equation of radiative transfer in a homogeneous
medium is solved for phase functions characteristic of
terrestrial clouds and hazes. Parallel radiation from a
distant source is assumed to be incident on a layer which
contains no internal sources. The albedo and transmis-
sivity, as calculated from the Neumann solution and the
"doubling" method of van de Hulst, are compared with the
corresponding results obtained from Eddington's approxi-
mation and the two-stream (Schuster-Schwarzschild)approxi-
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mation. The two-stream approximation is more accurate
for small to medium optical depths, while the Eddington
approximation becomes increasingly better for thicker layers.
Both approximations fail for large angles of incidence.
A comparison of the reflected and transmitted intensities
with corresponding results obtained by Romanova is made.
-- The Distribution of Photon Optical Paths in a Scattering
(1966b) Atmosphere, Astrophysical Journal, 144, 1140, 1966.
The investigation of absorption lines and bands in a scat-
tering and absorbing medi_rt may be elucidated by study of
the distribution of photon optical paths _(1) in a conser-
vative atmosphere with the same scattering properties as
the medium of interest. Equations defining @(1) are de-
rived. Methods of solution are discussed, and the case
of reflection from a semi-infinite layer is explicitly
described.
-- Diffuse Reflection and Transmission by Clouds and Haze
(1966c) Layers (Abstract). Transactions of the American Geophysi-
cal Union, 4__7, 126, 1966.
Solutions to the scalar equation of radiative transfer in
a homogeneous medium are obtained for phase functions
characteristic of terrestrial clouds and hazes by means of
the Neumann solution and the 'doubling' method of van de
Hulst. The influence on the angular structures of the
reflected and transmitted light fields of optical thick-
ness of the layer, degree of elongation of the phase
function, and single scattering albedo is examined. A
comparison of the computed fluxes is made with corres-
ponding results obtained by means of Eddington's approxi-
mation. An evaluation of Romanova's method for computing
the angular distribution of reflected and transmitted
light is made.
-- The Shadowing Effect in Diffuse Reflection, Journal of
(1966d) Geophysical Research, 7_!I, 2931, 1966.
The theory of multiple scattering based on the equation of
radiative transfer breaks down for directly backscattered
radiation if the scattering particles are large enough and
the medium dense enough for the particles to shadow one
another. This 'shadowing effect' can be incorporated as
a correction into the usual radiative transfer theory.
The resultant theory may be applicable to Saturn's rings
and the lunar surface.
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MENZEL, D. H.
The Surfaces of the Moon, Mars and Venus. In Moon and
Planets, edited by A. Dollfus, North-Holland Publishing
Company, Amsterdam, i, 1966.
The nature of the surfaces of the moon and planets must
markedly depend on the origin and evolution of these
bodies. A magnetohydrodynamic theory of the solar system
has many advantages over theories involving capture or con-
tracting nebulae.
Gold's hypothesis of deep layers of dust, the result of
meteoric bombardment, is not supported by the photo-
graphic evidence from the Ranger series. The surface
probably consists of "crunchy", semi-porous rock. The
lunar surface may be much older than previously surmised.
In an early era of development, a thin solid crust, porous
enough to float on a liquid interior, could have formed.
Tidal forces could occasionally have cracked open this
crust, allowing lava to flow out upon the rock surfaces
and form the Maria.
The Mariner "Fly-By" probes were extremely successful,
revealing a Martian surface cratered much like that of the
moon. Mars also appears to possess a thin ionosphere.
The surface of Venus appears to be very hot, about 600°K.
Radar observations indicate the presence of mountains and
a retrograde rotation period of about 244 days.
1967
IRVINE, W. M.
(1967a) Absorption Bands and Photon Optical Paths in a Non-
conservative Scattering Atmosphere, Astrophysical Journal,
147, 1193, 1967.
In previous papers (Irvine 1964, 1966; hereinafter cited
as "Paper I" and "Paper II," respectively) it has been
shown that the influence of multiple scattering and of
finite detector band width on the shape of absorption fea-
tures formed in a scattering atmosphere can be determined
by considering the probability distribution of photon paths
in the corresponding conservative atmosphere. Frequently,
in cases of interest (e.g., the near-infrared bands of
Venus), absorption features may be superimposed upon a
_ .... I,_ continuum absorption The present Note shows
that the previous method is easily extended to this case.
The relevant derivation is given in more detail than here-
tofore, and certain functions describing the distribution
of path lengths are shown to be independent of continuum
absorption•
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(1967b) Infrared Optical Characteristics of Ice Spheres, Smith-
sonian Contributions to Astrophysics, i__i, 367, 1967.
The scattering and absorption properties of ice particles
are important for the study of radiative transfer in the
atmospheres of the earth and, possibly, of Venus and Mars,
as well as for studies of interplanetary and interstellar
dust particles. Published calculations of these param-
eters for infrared wavelengths are extremely limited (see
the review by Feigel'son, 1964); a number of computations
have been made by Greenberg (1966), but the cross sections
themselves have not been published.
The quantities that are most appropriate for describing
the scattering by ice particles will depend on the given
physical situation. In the present paper, values of the
normalized extinction cross section (efficiency factor)
_xt, the single-scattering albedo _, and the asymmetry
factor <cos 8> are presented for spherical, homogeneous
particles of radii 1.0, 4.0, 7.5, I0.0, 12.5, and 15.0
for the wavelength interval 1 _<I<150_. These quantities
are of particular interest in the approximate solution of
problems of diffuse reflection and transmission by ice
clouds, and in the study of the radiative heating of an
atmosphere containing such clouds. For other studies (of
the zodiacal light, for example) the angular distribution
of scattered radiation would be a more relevant quantity.
MENZEL, D. H. (Chairman)
(1967a) Panel Discussion: The Lunar Surface, in Physics of the
Moon, Science and Technology Series, 13, 133, 1967.
At a panel discussion of The Lunar Surface, the chairman,
Dr. Menzel, summarized various problems of the lunar sur-
face, such as the origin of craters, the nature of ghost
or drowned craters, the origin of cracks and crevasses,
and the physical nature of the ray structures. Volcanism,
as well as meteoric impact, is responsible for certain for-
mations. Dr. Menzel presented some 3-D slides, made with
the Polaroid technique, to display the stereographic struc-
ture of lunar craters, obtained from selected Ranger photo-
graphs.
-- Draft Report, Commission 17, with B. Bell. International
(i967b) Astronomical Union 13th General Assembly, 341, 1967.
A detailed summary of lunar studies made between the years
1964 and 1967. It lists various official conferences and
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important books. A discussion of lunar probes covers the
subjects of Hard Landings, Soft Landings, the Moon's Far
Side, Lunar Orbiters, Lunar Cartography, Lunar Nomencla-
ture, Lunar Photometry and Polarimetry, Thermal Properties
and Infrared Studies, Radio Measures, Lunar Surface For-
mations, Physical Properties and Chemical Composition of
the Surface, Lunar Volcanism, Lunar Luminescence, Lunar
Atmosphere and Environment, the Moon's Internal Structure,
the Origin and Evolution of the Moon.
The Nature of the Surface of the Moon: Interpretation of
Lunar Probe Data, Publications of the American Astronauti-
cal Society, Science and Technology Series, 14, 113, 1967.
An examination of various hypotheses of lunar origin and
evolution. The development of a magnetohydrodynamic
theory of the origin of the solar system, with reference
to the moon as a by-product. The moon appears to have
cooled from the outside in, with various lava flows that
formed the lunar maria.
YOUNG, A. T.
Multicolor Photoelectric Photometry of the Brighter
Planets. I. Program and Procedure, with W. M. Irvine. As-
tronomical Journal, 72, 945, 1967.
The equipment and procedures of measurement and reduction
are described for a 3-1/2 yr program of photoelectric
photometry of the brighter planets and the moon. Obser-
vations were made in i0 narrow bands between 3150 A and
1.06_, and in UBV. A new method of extinction deter-
mination is described in some detail.
1968
IRVINE, W. M.
(1968a) Optical Properties of Water and Ice Spheres, with
J. Pollack. Icarus, in press.
The literature on the absorption coefficient and reflec-
tivity of water and ice in the infrared is critically
reviewed, and best values are chosen for the complex index
of refraction for wavelengths 0.7_<I<200_. The Mie theory
is then used to compute the single scattering albedo a,
asymmetry factor <cos e>, and normalized extinction cross-
section Qext for spheres of water and ice with radii 0.3,
1.0, 3.0, and i0.0 microns in this wavelength interval.
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Significant differences in the absorption spectrum be-
tween water and ice and among particles of different radii
are illustrated. A useful approximate formula for a is
given. The results are important for the study of radia-
tive transfer in planetary cloud layers.
-- Diffuse Reflection and Transmission by Cloud and Dust
(1968b) Layers, Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative
Transfer, January, in press.
The problem of radiative transfer in a medium with a
strongly anisotropic phase function is considered. Trad-
itional methods of solution of the transfer equation have
not proved practicable. Recent calculations using the
Neumann solution, Romanova's method, and the "doubling"
method of van de Hulst are described. To facilitate the
study of absorption features under conditions of multiple
scattering, the probability distribution of photon optical
paths is introduced. When appropriately normalized, this
distribution satisfies a transfer equation.
-- An Evaluation of Romanova's Method in the Theory of
(1968c) Radiative Transfer. In Atmospheres of Venus and Mars,
edited by Brandt and McElroy, Gordon and Breach Science
Publishers Inc., New York, in press.
The method proposed by Romanova for solution of the radia-
tive transfer equation for very anisotropic phase functions
is quite accurate and may effect a very considerable saving
in time over more conventional methods. It may in fact
reduce computations for very elongated phase functions to
times quite comparable with those for isotropic scattering.
-- Multiple Scattering by Large Particles. II. Optically Thick
(1968d) Layers, Astrophysical Journal, June, in press.
Exact solutions to the scalar equation of transfer in a
homogeneous layer with optical thickness 2.5 < T* < _ are
obtained numerically for phase functions with--large forward
and backward peaks. The Neumann series solution and the
doubling method of van de Hulst are employed. The results
are presented graphically and are compared with intensities
computed by the small angle method of Romanova and with
fluxes computed by Eddington's approximation, the Schuster-
Schwarzschild approximation and with a modified two-stream
_ppzu_,,,=_ .... Romanova's method appears quite accurate,
but the latter three approximations must be used with care
for single scattering albedos less than unity.
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-- Multicolor Photoelectric Photometry of the Brighter
(1968e) Planets (Abstract). Astronomical Journal, in press.
Preliminary results are reported from a three year program
of photoelectric photometry undertaken to obtain phase
curves, monochromatic albedos and radiometric albedos for
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon. Ob-
servations were made in ten narrow bands isolated by inter-
ference filters between 3150 A and 1.06 microns plus UBV.
Both a northern hemisphere site (the Le Houga Observatory
in France) and a southern hemisphere site (Boyden Observa-
tory in South Africa) were used. For Venus, results from
both sites near quadrature indicate that, relative to the
sun, Venus is fainter at a wavelength of 1.06 microns than
at 16250 by 0.07 ± 0.03 magnitudes. Phase coefficients
at these wavelengths appear to be similar, so that this
result probably holds also at full phase. For Mars, good
agreement is obtained with previous workers for the geo-
metric albedo, but phase coefficients are somewhat higher.
As a result values for the monochromatic Bond albedo for
Mars are less than those which have been suggested by de
Vaucouleurs for I _ 6000 A. Longitudinal variations are
quite prominent for Mars at wavelengths longer than 6000 A,
the amplitude of these increasing to a wavelength of about
8000 A and then remaining roughly constant to 1.06 microns.
For Jupiter, values of the geometric albedo agree quite
well with those given by Harris if they are normalized to
our value of V(I,0) = -9.39.
-- Multicolor Photoelectric Photometry of the Brighter
(1968f) Planets, with T. Simon and D. H. Menzel. Transactions of
the International Astronomical Union, in press.
Preliminary results are reported from a three year program
of photoelectric photometry undertaken to obtain phase
curves, monochromatic albedos and radiometric albedos for
Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn and the Moon. Ob-
servations were made in ten narrow bands isolated by inter-
ference filters between 3150 A and 1.06 microns plus UBV.
Both a northern hemisphere site (the Le Houga Observatory
in France) and a southern hemisphere site (Boyden Observa-
tory in South Africa) were used. For Venus, results from
both sites near quadrature indicate that, relative to the
sun, Venus is fainter at a wavelength of 1.06 microns than
at 16250 by 0.07 ± 0.03 magnitudes. Phase coefficients
at these wavelengths appear to be similar, so that this
result probably holds also at full phase. For Mars, good
agreement is obtained with previous workers for the geo-
metric albedo, but phase coefficients are somewhat higher.
As a result values for the monochromatic Bond albedo for
Mars are less than those which have been suggested by de
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Vaucouleurs for I _ 6000 A. Longitudinal variations are
quite prominent for Mars at wavelengths longer than 6000 A,
the amplitude of these increasing to a wavelength of about
8000 A and then remaining roughly constant to 1.06 microns.
For Jupiter, values of the geometric albedo agree quite
well with those given by Harris if they are normalized to
our value of V(I,0) = -9.39.
-- Multicolor Photoelectric Photometry of the Brighter
(1968g) Planets. II. Observations from Le Houga Observatory, with
T. Simon, D. H. Menzel, J. Charon, G. Lecomte, P. Griboval
and A. T. Young. Astronomical Journal, in press (Appendix
I to this report).
Results of a program of photoelectric photometry of Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn between 1963 and 1965 are pre-
sented. Observations were made in ten narrow bands
between 3150 A and 1.06_ and in UBV. Phase curves are
presented and monochromatic geometric albedos determined
for Mars and Jupiter. The geometric albedos agree well
with previous observations, and are compatible with an
eleven or twelve year cycle in the albedo of Jupiter. For
Venus, observations near quadrature show a decrease in
reflectivity between 6250 A and 1.06_ of 0.07 ± 0.03 mag.
Longitudinal variations are not obvious for Jupiter, but
are quite prominent for Mars when I > 6000 A.
-- Multicolor Photoelectric Photometry of the Brighter
(1968h) Planets. III. Observations from the Boyden Observatory,
with T. Simon, D. H. Menzel, C. Pikoos, A. Young. To be
published (Appendix II to this report).
Results of a program of photoelectric photometry of Mer-
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn between 1963 and
1965 are presented. Observations were made in ten narrow
bands between 3150 A and 1.06_ and in UBV. Phase curves
are presented and monochromatic geometric albedos deter-
mined. The results are compared with previous investi-
gations.
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ABSTRACT
Results of a program of photoelectric photometry of Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn between 1963 and 1965 are presented.
Observations were made in ten narrow bands between 3150 A and
1.06_ and UBV. Phase curves are presented and monochromatic
geometric albedos determined for Mars and Jupiter. The
geometric albedos agree well with previous observations, and
are compatible with an eleven- or twelve- year cycle in the
albedo of Jupiter. For Venus, observations near quadrature
show a decrease in __--=_,,_,,_v_j between 6250 A and 1.06_ of
0.07 ± 0.03 mag. Longitudinal variations are not obvious for
Jupiter, but are quite prominent for Mars when h > 6000 A.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to determine the luminosity as a function of
phase angle for the brighter planets at wavelengths other
than the visual, a three-year program of multicolor photo-
electric photometry was conducted between 1962 and 1965
under the direction of the Harvard College Observatory. Ob-
servations were made from both Le Houga Observatory in
France and the Boyden Observatory in South Africa. This paper
presents results for Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn obtained
at Le Houga. Subsequent papers will present the results ob-
tained in South Africa, as well as additional data obtained
at Le Houga, particularly the results for the moon and a few
observations of Uranus and Neptune.
The motivation for this program and the equipment used
were described in an earlier paper (Young and Irvine, 1967,
hereinafter referred to as Paper I). Observations were made
in ten narrow bands isolated by interference filters between
3150 A and 1.06_. These bands will be designated by the let-
ters v-u-s-p-m-l-k-h-g-e (see Table I). In addition, obser-
vations were made in UBV (our corresponding natural magnitude
system is denoted d-c-b).
II. MAGNITUDE SYSTEM EMPLOYED
Paper I described the reduction of the data. An itera-
tive procedure determined the magnitudes of the standard stars
used to measure extinction and to transform to standard con-
ditions. These stars are listed in Table II.
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To correct for atmospheric extinction, we divided the ob-
servations into approximately monthly periods and then trans-
formed the corrected observations to the standard period
(March, 1965); for any band x a linear transformation was used
of the form
x = x* + _(x-y)* + _, (i)
where the unstarred value refers to the standard period and
and _ are constants determined from a least-squares fit to
the stellar observations. In this transformation the choice
of color (x-y) was the same (except as noted below) as that
used in the extinction determination for pass band x. Table
VIII gives an estimate of the errors involved in the extinction
determination and the transformation to the standard system.
Some non-linearities did occur when the results of the
1963 observations in bands k, p and s were transformed to the
standard system. The replacement of the filters which took
place in January, 1964, probably accounted for the difficulties.
Linear transformations could be obtained by use of the follow-
ing colors: for p, (u - p); for s, (s - p). These transforma-
tions were accordingly employed for the 1963 data in these
bands. As reported in Paper I, a red leak existed in the k
filter used during 1963. These observations are undergoing
further analysis and are not reported here.
After reducing the results to the standard period, we
transformed the wide-band (d-c-b) observations to the UBV
system of standard values given by Johnson et al. (1966). A
least-squares fit gave the following transformations:
V = b + 0.014(c - b) - 0.013 (2)
eV = 0.020
B = c + 0.001 (c - b) - 0.006 (3)
eB = 0.017
U = d + 0.012 (d - c) - 0.005 (4)
eu = 0.027
where e is the standard error per star for each transforma-
tion. Interpolation among the standard stars in B - V (the
Boyden observations were included in this determination) then
determined the narrow-band color of the sun. A color of
B - V = 0.65 was chosen for the sun (van den Bergh 1965). To
adjust the magnitude scale for any of the narrow bands x, we
than set x - V equal to zero for the sun. All narrow band col-
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ors are thus color excesses relative to a G2V star. Table III
gives an estimate of the internal accuracy obtained in deter-
mining the solar color; the estimate is based on the standard
error of each zero-point determination and a comparison of the
results from Le Houga and Boyden. This error is less than
the difference in solar color that would result from a change
of ± 0.02 in (B-V) G.
Table II gives the magnitudes of the extinction stars in
the final magnitude system. The quantity _ is an average (over
pass-bands) number of observations of each star; extinction
periods during which the star was observed less than three
times are excluded. The column labeled nv gives the number
of observations in band v(_3147), which was frequently less
than that in the other bands. All stars were observed in at
least three extinction periods, with the exception of 7 Peg
(two periods).
The largest uncertainty in the tabulated magnitudes gen-
erally results from the transformation from each such period
to the standard period. Table VIII lists the standard errors
for these transformations. The magnitudes in Table II are in
general reliable to at least ± 0.02 mag. Values in parentheses
in Table II are slightly less reliable (perhaps ±0.03 mag.) and
were not used in determination of the standard system, although
such observations may have been used in the extinction deter-
mination.
I I I. RESULTS
Tables IV, V, VI, and VII present the results of the
planetary photometry. The magnitudes have been reduced to
unit distance from the sun and earth. In each table, column 1
assigns a number to each observation of a planet. Column 2
gives the first day of the double date of each observing night;
thus FEB 18 65 indicates the night of February 18-19, 1965.
(In consequence, the observations tend to be centered around
0 hours UT on the date subsequent to that given in column 2;
e.g., February 19.) Column 3 gives the time of observation
for filter p, taken half-way through the 13-filter sequence
(such a sequence typically lasted 20 minutes, and the order
of observation was d-c-b-v-u-s-p-m-l-k-h-g-e). The time
reported is local sidereal tim_____efor dates from 1963 through
la_ _hrouah theFebruary 14-15, 1965; for February 15-16, .... , ..... ,
remainder of 1965 the Universal Time is given. All times
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
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are given in hours and minutes (first and second sub-columns,
respectively). Column 4 lists the phase angle i as inter-
polated from the tables of ephemerides for physical observa-
tions in Th____eAmerican Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac, except
for phase angles so small that linear interpolation would
be inaccurate. In the latter case i was computed from (_,6)
for the planet and the sun. The next I0 columns give the
monochromatic magnitudes in the narrow bands in order of in-
creasing wavelength (see Table I), and the following 3 col-
umns give the UBV magnitudes. The last column notes pecu-
liar observing conditions or other problems. The notes include
values of air mass M when the planet was observed at an air
mass outside the range covered by the extinction stars, or
when M > 2.5. The notes also give approximate values of the
residuals r (in magnitudes) determined from the extinction
solution for stellar observations either before or after a
given planetary observation (r > 0 indicated that the extinc-
tion was underestimated, and vice-versa). The phrase "end of
night" indicates that the planetary observation was not fol-
lowed by observation of a standard star.
Sky brightness prevented many observations of Venus. The
article concerning the South African observations will present
further results for this planet and for Mercury. Note that
observations of Saturn include the effect of the ring.
To estimate the accuracy of the results, one can examine
the rms residual (R) for each band for each monthly extinction
solution and the standard error per star (S) for each band
obtained in transforming the monthly periods to standard con-
ditions. Table VIII gives these quantities. When we had
substantial reason to believe that either error might be a
serious underestimate, we included a note in Tables IV-VII, or
increased the error to what seemed to be a more realistic es-
timate; for example, if the color of a planet was outside the
range of colors observed for standard stars during this par-
ticular period, the transformation to the standard period may
be uncertain.
Figures 1 and 2 present sample plots of the resulting
phase curves. Note the scatter in the results for Mars, re-
sulting (at least in part) from rotational effects, and the
very pronounced effect of Saturn's rings.
Our observations (which included only three points, on
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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rather poor nights, at phase angles i < 13 ° ) did not show the
opposition effect for Mars reported by O'Leary (1967) and
Bugaenko, Koval' and Morozhenko (1967)
The phase curves for Jupiter show anomalous behavior for
bands h and g in 1963 relative to 1964-65. The g magnitudes
are systematically fainter in 1963 by about 0.06 mag.; this
is probably an artifact of the transformation to the standard
system (see Table VIII). The h magnitudes are systematically
brighter in 1963 by roughly 0.15 mag.; this appears to be a
real effect, indicating a change in color between 1963 and
1964-65 (no systematic changes were seen at ultraviolet or
visible wavelengths, or at 1.06_).
For Venus, for the range of phase angles covered by the
observations we have the relation
(k_ - e_) = -0.07 _ 0.03 mag, (5)
where the (k-e) color is measured relative to the su_ as noted
in section II. Thus, the reflectivity of Venus decreases as
we go toward larger wavelengths in this interval. This re-
sult appears to hold also at smaller phase angles (preliminary
reduction of the South Africa data), and may have important
consequences for models of the Venus atmosphere (cf. Pollack
1965).
A linear least-squares fit to the phase curves gives the
magnitude at zero phase m(l,0) for each band, listed in Table
IX. Table IX also gives preliminary estimates of geometric
albedos p for Mars and Jupiter, as computed for each band from
the formula (e.g., de Vaucouleurs 1964)
lOgl0 p = 0.4 [mo -m(l,0)] -2 logloSin_l , (6)
where c I' is related to the apparent equatorial semi-diameter
_i of a planet of oblateness f by the expression
, f
_l = _1_ _ aI (i- _). (7)
We have taken °i = 4.708", f = 0.0105 for Mars and o. = 98.32",
f = 0.0661 for Jupiter (de Vaucouleurs 1964, Harris ±1961)
The solar magnitude was taken as V = -26.81 (Harris 1961).
The determination of m(l,0) and p included only what appeared
to be the best observations (no observations at large M or on
poor nights).
Geometric albedos of Venus and Saturn are not given be-
cause of the non-linearity of the phase curve and the lack
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of data at small phase angles (for Venus) and because of
the uncertain extrapolation to "no-ring" (for Saturn).
More definitive values for p and estimates of phase coef-
ficients, phase integrals, and Bond albedos for all the
planets observed will be presented in a subsequent paper,
after the French and South African observations have been
compared.
The values of m(l,0) and p obtained for Mars agree quite
well (Figures 3 and 4) with values found by Hardie (reported
in Harris, 1961) and for k _7500 A with the near infrared
values found by Tull (1966), Walker (1966), and Younkin (1966).
Note that Mars becomes gray (or slightly blue) between 13150
and 13570, in agreement with measurements by Evans (1965),
but there is no evidence for the dramatic increase in reflec-
tivity reported by Bogess and Dunkelman (1959) at 12740.
The observations for Jupiter (Table IX) also agree well
with those of Hardie (Harris 1961) if we normalize his data
to a V(I,0) = -9.39. This value agrees with the 1954 deter-
mination by Kuiper and Harris (Harris 1961), but is signifi-
cantly brighter than the mean V(I,0) = -9.25 reported by
Harris (compare Figures 5 and 6). Thus, our results are
compatible with, but of course do not prove, the existence
of an eleven- or twelve-year periodicity in the albedo of
J_iL_.
Figures 7a through 7c show the variation in the magnitude
of Mars as a function of longitude of the central meridian
(the residual of a given observation relative to the mean
phase curve is plotted versus _). Again, only observations
under the best conditions are included. Variations are not
obvious for k_ 5000 A. From the amplitude of the variations
at longer wavelengths we note that surface contrast on Mars
reaches a maximum in the range k7300 - 18600, remaining at
this high value to at least 1.06_. Similar plots of magni-
tude versus longitude of the central meridian were made for
Jupiter for selected periods, but no correlations were
obvious.
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Notes to Table V
(2) May 16 63: clouds
(7) May 24 63: M : 3.2
(9) Jun II 63: M-- 3
_ _'_ _ _3" M-- 3.4
(12) Jun 25 63: M-- 2.5
(13) Jul ii 63: M-- 3.5
(14) Aug 24 64: end of night, r_ -0.04, large extinction
(15) Aug 25 64: end of night
(16) Aug 30 64: end of night
(17) Sep 08 64: clouds
(18) Sep 09 64: clouds
(19) Sep 21 64: r _-0.03
(36) Mar 09 65: mist (vus, bcd)
(37) Mar 09 65: mist (vus)
(38) Mar 16 65: pogr night
(41) Mar 25 65: clouds, r _ 0.04
(43) Mar 27 65: clouds (kh_e)
(49) Mar 28 65: M-- 2°5
(51) Mar 29 65: clouds
(53) Mar 29 65: clouds
(54) Mar 30 65: r _-0_05
(56) Mar 30 65: clouds
(59) May 08 65: clouds
(60) May i0 65: mist (khge)
(63) May ii 65: M _ 2.8
Notes to Table V, cont.
(65) May 12 65:
(66) May 13 65:
(67) May 13 65:
(69) Hay 21 65:
(70) May 23 65:
mist (b cd)
mist
M = 2.8, r _-0°05 (suv-pml)
clouds
clouds (khge)
(71) May 23 65: M = 2.7
(72) Jun 17 65: clouds
(73) Jun 18 65: r _ -0.03
(74) Jun 22 65: M = 4, clouds
(75) Jun 24 65: mist (bcd)
(76) Jul 05 65: mist, M = 3
(77) Jul 06 65: M = 3°3, large extinction
(78) Jul 09 65: M : 3
(79) Jul i0 65: M = 3
(80) Jul ii 65: M = 3.3, r _ -u.u4 (v_o-_,_i]
(81) Jul 16 65_ M = 3°3, clouds
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(12) Jui 28 63:
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(17) Aug 21 63:
I (19) Aug 22 63:
(20) Aug 22 63:
(23) Sep 20 63:
i (24) Sep 25 63:
(26) Sep 28 63:
(30) Oct 08 63:
(31)(32)0ct 10 63:
_33)(34)0ct 15 63:
(35)(36)0ct 19 63:
i (38) Dec 24 63:
(39) Dec 28 63:
(40) May 20 64:
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Notes to Table VII
M = 3.1
M = 3o3
M = 2.4
M = 3.4
clouds
M = 3.5
clouds
r = + o04 (pmldcb)
M = 2.5
M: 2_5
M = 2o_
M = 2_7
M = 2o8_ extinction poorly determined (g)
extinction poorly determined (g)
M = 2oi
fog
M= 2o8
M= 3°0
poor night
poor night, M = 2_2
M= 2.2
M= 2_'y
M = 3,4
M= 2. y
M --- 2,6
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(42) Jun 09 64:
(44) Jun 30 64:
(45) Jul 03 64:
46) Jul ii 64:
47) Jul 14 64:
29) Jul 15 64:
(50) Jul 25 64:
(53) Aug 04 64:
(54) Aug 04 64:
(55) Aug I0 64:
(57) Aug ii 64:
(59) Aug 24 64:
(60
(61 Aug 24 64:
(62) Aug 25 64:
(64) Aug 25 64:
(65) Aug 26 64:
(66) Aug 26 64:
(67) Aug 30 64:
(69) Aug 30 64:
(71) Sep 08 64:
(81) Sep 23 64:
(82) Oct 03 64:
(83) Oct 03 64:
(84) Oct 05 64:
M-- 3o2
M= 2.3
M = 3o3, clouds
cirrus, M = 2.1
cirrus, M = 2.6
M = 3, clouds
M= 2_I
M= 2.9
r _ + 0_05 (vus)
M= 2_3
M= 3o4
M = 3 2,o r _ + 0o035 (vuspmlbcd), large extinction
(85) Oct 06 b4:
_(89)(90)Nov 24 64:
I
Au_ 24 64: r _ -0°04 (vusbcd), large extinction
M = 3 I, r _-0.05 (vusbcd), large extinction
M= 3.3
M= 2_7
M= 3o3
r = + 0.06 (vuspmlbcd), large zero point (pmlvus)
M-- 2.6
M = 2o4
light clouds (vus)
clouds (vus)
clouds
large extinction (bcd)
larKe extinction (bcdvus)
poor night
Notes to Table VII, conto
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure I (a,b,c,d,e,f): Phase curves for Mars and
Jupiter in bands s, i, and K.
Figure 2 (a,b,c): Phase curves for Saturn in bands
s, i, and g. Filled circles, MAY - AUG i0, 1963;
Open circles, AUG 21 - OCT, 1963; caret, DEC, 1963;
Filled triangles, MAY - AUG 24, 1964; Open triangles,
AUG 25 - NOV 18, 1964; Squares NOV 24 - DEC, 1964;
Crosses, JUN - AUG, 1965; x, SEP - DEC, 1965.
Figure 3: Monochromatic magnitudes at unit distance
and full phase for Mars. Other points from Harris
(1961).
Figure 4. Geometric albedo versus wavelength for Mars.
Other points from Harris (1961) and Walker (1966).
Figure 5: Monochromatic magnitude at unit distance and
full phase for Jupiter. Other points from Harris
(1961) normalized to V(I,0) -- -9°39.
Figure 6" Geometric albedo versus wavelength for Jupiter.
Points from Harris (1961) based on V(I,0) = -9.25.
Figure 7 (a,b,c): Residuals relative to the mean phase
curve for Mars plotted versus longitude of the central
meridian _.
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ABSTRACT
Results of a program of photoelectric photometry of Mer-
cury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn between 1963 and 1965
are presented. Observations were made in ten narrow bands
between 3150 A and 1.06_ and in UBV. Phase curves are
presented and monochromatic geometric albedos determined.
The results are compared with previous investigations.
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the third paper in a series describing a three-
year program of multicolor photoelectric photometry of the
brighter planets conducted between 1962 and 1965 under the
direction of the Harvard College Observatory. Young and
Irvine (1967, hereinafter referred to as Paper I) described
the motivation for the program, and the equipment and reduction
procedures employed. Irvine, Simon, Menzel, Charon, Lecomte,
Griboval and Young (1968, hereinafter referred to as Paper II)
discussed the observational results obtained at Le Houga Obser-
vatory in France. The present paper describes the observations
obtained during the same period at the Boyden Observatory in
South Africa. Subsequent papers in the series will present
further results obtained under special conditions (particularly
observations of the moon, Uranus, and Neptune), a tabulation of
the extinction coefficients which may be of interest to atmos-
pheric scientists, and further intercomparison and evaluation
of all the observational data.
Observations were made in ten narrow bands isolated by in-
terference filters between 3150 A and 1.06_. These bands were
designated by the letters v-u-s-p-m-l-k-h-g-e (see Table I).
Observations were also made in UBV, with our corresponding
natural magnitude system noted by d-c-b.
II. REDUCTION TO A STANDARD MAGNITUDE SYSTEM
Papers I and II described the data reduction procedure. A
set of standard stars was used for extinction determination and
transformation to standard conditions. The magnitude of these
stars, determined iteratively, is listed in Table II. To
correct for atmospheric extinction, we grouped the observations
into approximately monthly periods, and then transformed the
corrected observations to a standard Boyden period (May, 1965),
using for any band x a linear transformation of the form
x = x* + _(x-y)* + 8. (i)
I
I
i
I
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The starred values in equation (i) refer to the period of ob-
servation and the unstarred magnitudes to the standard period.
The constants e and B were determined from a least-squares fit
to the observations of standard stars. The same color (x-y)
was used in this transformation as was used in the extinction
determination for pass band x, except for the 1963 observations
in band s (see below). An estimate of the errors introduced
by the extinction determination and the transformation to the
standard system appears following the discussion of the plane-
tary observations (see Table IX).
The filters used during 1963 were replaced in January,
1964. The replacement apparently introduced non-linearities
in the transformation of the 1963 observations in band s to the
standard system when the (u-s) color was employed in this trans-
formation (this was the color used for the extinction solution
and the 1964-65 transformations to standard conditions). We
found that a linear transformation could be obtained using the
(s-p) color for this data. As reported in Paper I, the v
filter showed serious deterioration during 1963 and in late
1965. It has not proved possible to obtain a simple trans-
formation of the 1963 v results to the standard period, and
they are consequently omitted here.
After reducing the results to the standard period, we trans-
formed them to the final Le Houga magnitude system (Paper II),
again using a linear transformation of the form equation (i).
Table III lists coefficients for the transformation and corres-
ponding standard errors. The zero points in this final
magnitude system for the narrow bands were chosen so that all
colors are color excesses relative to the sun (that is, x-V = 0
for the sun, where x is any of the narrow bands). The color
of the sun was determined by interpolating among the standard
stars in B-V, assuming (B-V)Q = 0.65 (see Paper I). The in-
ternal errors of the determination are probably less than the
uncertainty in (B-V) G.
The wide band (d-c-b) observations were transformed directly
from the standard Boyden magnitude system to UBV, using the
standard values given by Johnson et al. (1966). Transformation
coefficients and standard errors are given in Table III.
The magnitudes of the standard stars observed at Boyden are
given in Table II in the final magnitude system. Those stars
observed in common with Le Houga, and used for the transformation
between observatories, are labeled with an asterisk. All stars
in the Table were observed iD at least three separate monthly
periods with at least three observations in each period. The
results are believed to be accurate to ± 0.02 mag. except for
the values enclosed in parentheses, which are slightly less
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accurate (perhaps ± 0.03 mag.) ; the latter values were not
used in transformations to the standard system.
III. RESULTS
Tables IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII present the results of
the planetary photometry. The magnitudes have been reduced
to unit distance from the sun and earth. In each table,
column 1 assigns a number to each observation of a planet.
Column 2 gives the first day of the double date of each ob-
serving night; thus FEB 18 65 indicates the night of Feb-
ruary 18-19, 1965. (In consequence, the observations tend to
be centered around 0 hours UT on the date subsequent to that
given in column 2; e.g., February 19.) Column 3 gives the
time of observation for filter d (= U). If there was no d
observation, the time for another filter (generally v) is
given. During 1965, observations with d were taken half-way
through the 13-filter sequence. Such a sequence typically
lasted 35 minutes, and the order of observation was e-g-h-k-b-
c-d-l-m-p-s-u-v. When the red-sensitive photocell was not in
use (no k-h-g-e observations), the sequence lasted about 20
minutes. During 1963-64 the order of observation was e-g-h-k-
l-m-p-s-u-v-b-c-d, so that the d-time records the end of the
13-filter sequence for this period. The time reported is
local sidereal time for 1963 and 1964; for 1965 the Universal
Time is given. All times are given in hours and minutes
(first and second sub-columns, respectively). Column 4 lists
the phase angle i as interpolated from the tables of ephemer-
ides for physical observations in The American Ephemeris and
Nautical Almanac, except for phase angles so small that linear
interpolation would be inaccurate. In the latter case i was
computed from (_,6) for the planet and the sun. The next i0
columns give the monochromatic magnitudes in the narrow bands
in order of increasing wavelength (see Table I), and the
following 3 columns give the UBV magnitudes. The last column
notes peculiar observing conditions or other problems. The
notes include values of air mass M when the planet was observed
at an air mass outside the range covered by the extinction
stars (M is given for all observations of Venus and Mercury
for which M _ 3.0, and all observations of the other planets if
M _ 2.5). Also listed are approximate values of any unusually
large residuals r (in magnitudes), as determined from the ex-
tinction solution, for stellar observations either before or
after a given planetary observation (r > 0 indicates that the
extinction has been underestimated, and vice versa).
Note that observations of Saturn include the effect of the
rings. Because of problems with sky brightness, it proved
impossible to obtain observations of Venus and Mercury at
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small phase angles.
The accuracy of the results may be estimated by examining
the rms residual (R) for each band for each monthly extinction
solution and the standard error per star (S) for each band
obtained in transforming the monthly periods to standard con-
ditions. These quantities are indicated in Table IX. When
there was substantial reason to believe that either error
might be a serious underestimate, we included a note in
Tables IV-VIII, or increased the error to what is believed to
be a more realistic estimate (for example, if the color of
a planet was outside the range of colors observed for standard
stars during this particular period, the transformation to
the standard period may be uncertain).
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Magnitude Transformation from Boyden
Standard to Final System*
Band a 8 et
v 0.022 + .045 3.220 + .013 0.025
u -0.021 + .056 1.428 + .012 0.032
s -0.107 + .043 1.099 + .009 0.025
p -0.027 + .021 1.062 + .012 0.031
m -0.136 + .039 0.923 + .008 0.020
1 -0.141 + .032 1.030 + .007 0.016
k 0.028 + .060 -0.774 + .012 0.027
h 0.063 + .063 -0.605 + .009 0.022
g 0.o04 + .081 -0.496 + .012 0.029
e 0.074 + .049 -0.370 + .009 0.023
U -0.021 + .008 0.001 + .007 0.025
B 0.018 + .009 -0.008 + .007 '0.020
V -0.001 + .009 -0.001 + .007 0.020
I
Equation (I) was used, with starred quantities repre-
senting stellar magnitudes on the standard Boyden
system. Colors were the same as in the extinction
determination (see Paper I).
t
= standard error per star
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(1)
(2)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(8)
(9)
(lO)
(11)
(12)
(17)
(18)
(19) (20) (21)
(22)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(33)
(35)
(36)
(37)
Jun 15 63:
Aug 14 63:
Aug 15 63:
Aug 18 63:
Aug 19 63:
Aug 22 63:
Aug 25 63:
Aug 26 63:
Jan 27 64:
May 18 64:
May 19 64:
May 21 64:
May 21 64:
May 27 64:
May 30 64:
May 31 64:
May 31 64:
May 31 64:
Jun 01 64:
Jun 01 64:
May 06 65:
May 12 65:
May 14 65:
May 17 65:
May 17 65:
3.2 _ M < 4.1 (khge), r % -0.04
3.3 _ M _ 4.5 (vus)
4.0 < M < 5.8 (bcd)
3.0 _ M _< 4.8 (bcd)
2.8 _ M _ 4.9 (bcd), dust
3.i _ M _ 5.6 ,rb_d_,
3.0 _ M _ 5.0 (bcd)
extinction uncertain (vuspmlbcd)
M = 3.1 clouds
M= 4.0
M = 4.0, 3.4
M = 4.5 (khge: M = 5.11, extinction poorly
determined)
M = 3.2, extinction poorly determined (khge)
M = 3.9, 3.2, 2.8,clouds?
M= 3.9
M= 4.0
M = 3.4, fading (?)
M = 2.9, fading (?)
M = 4.3, fading
M = 3.4, fading
r _-.02, M = 3.5
M= 3.5
M= 3.4
M = 3.5, fading
M = 3.0, fading
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(3) May 05 63:
(4) May 27 63:
(5) Jun 09 63:
(6) Dec I0 63:
(7) Dec 15 63:
(8) Dec 16 63:
(9)(i0)(i1) Dec 17 63:
(13) Dec 21 63:
(15) Jan 03 64:
(17)(18) Jan 09 64:
(19)(20) Jan 12 64:
_21)(22)(23) Jan 14 64:
_24)(25)(26) Jan 16 64:
(27) Jan 26 64:
(31) Feb 02 64:
(34) Feb 13 64:
(43)(44) Feb 23 64:
(46) Mar l0 64:
(47) May 08 64:
(54) May 14 64:
(55) May 18 64:
(56) May 18 64:
(58) May 30 64:
(59) May 30 64:
(60) May 31 64:
(61) May 31 64:
(64) Jun 01 64:
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Notes to Table V
M = 2.6, r% -0.03
M= 3.0
M= 3.2
M= 3.3
M = 3.0
M= 3.0
extinction poorly determined
M =,3.7
extinction poorly determined (khge)
clouds
clouds
clouds
clouds
clouds, extinction poorly determined
M= 2.6
M= 2.7
clouds
M= 2.7
extinction poorly determined
M= 2.6
r 0.04
M = 3.0, r _ 0.04
M-- 3.8
M%5
M= 3.5
M= 4.5
M= 3.7
Notes to Table V
(66) Jun 02 64: M = 3.5
(67) Jun 02 64: M = 4.5
(70) Jun O8 64: M = 4.O
(74) Sep 08 65: clouds
(75) Sep l0 65: clouds
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(78) Sep 16 65: cirrus
(79) Sep 21 65: extinction poorly determined
(95) Dec 03 65: r _-0.03 (vuspmlbcd)
(98) Dec 08 65: r _ + 0.025
(99) Dec l0 65: clouds
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(7)
(lo)
(12)
(13)(14)
(16)
(24)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)
(34)
(35)
(36)(37)
(38)
(4o)
(42)
(43)
(46)
(48)
(50)
(52)
(53)
(55)
(59)
(62)
(67)
(7'2)
(91)
May 03 63:
May 04 63:
May 05 63:
May 13 63:
May 27 63:
Jun 03 63:
Jun 14 63:
Jun 15 63:
Jun 23 63:
Jun 23 63:
Jun 24 63:
Jun 25 63:
Jul O1 63:
Jul 05 63:
Jul ll 63:
Jul 12 63:
Jul 13 63:
Jul 17 63:
Jul 23 63:
Jul 24 63:
Jul 25 63:
Aug 04 63:
Aug 05 63 :
Aug 19 63:
Aug 26 63:
Feb 18 65:
Feb 23 65:
Mar 05 65:
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Notes to Table Vl
r _ +0.05 (vus-pml)
M= 2.0
i
M= 2.5
large extinction, clouds
r _ -0.03 (pmlkhge)
M= 2.8
M= 3.0
r _ +0.03 (pml)
M= 2.7
M= 3.0
M-- 3.0
poor night
poor night
r > 0 (pml)
M= 3.4
M= 2.6
r _ -0.03 (pmlkhge)
r -0.03 (pml)
M= 3.3
M= 3.0
M= 2.5
extinction not well determined
M= 3.0
M= 2.5
extinction not well dete_mined
fading (kh)
clouds
clouds?
mf
I
J
i
I
I
Notes to Table VI
(94)(95)
(96)
(98)
(99)(lO0)
(123)
(128)
(z31)
(132)
(139)
(145)
(148)
(z49)(z5o)
(152)
(153)
Mar 09 65:
Mar 12 65:
Mar 12 65:
Mar 22 65:
May 13 65:
May 17 65:
May 21 65:
May 21 65:
Jun 03 65:
Jul 08 65:
Jul 09 65:
Jul 14 65:
Jul 14 65:
Jul 15 65:
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clouds
M= 2.6
clouds (pml)
clouds
r _ -0.03 (vuspmlbcd)
r _ -0.02 (vuspmlbcd)
smoke
M= 2.6
twilight (khge)
r _ 0.02 (pmlbcd)
smoke (khge)
extinction overestimated?
extinction overestimated?, M = 3.7
clouds
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(3)
(8)
(9)
(19)
(22)
(27)
(29)(3O)
(33)(34)
Jun 15 63:
Jul 13 63:
Jul 14 63:
Aug 12 63:
Aug 14 63:
Aug 22 63:
Sep l0 63:
Sep 26 63:
(35) Oct 01 63:
(57) Jan 14 64:
(59) Feb 13 64:
(62) Feb 23 64:
Notes to Table VII
r _ -0.03 (pml,vus,bcd)
Fading? (pml)
clouds
r _ -0.03 (khge)
Fading
Fading
very large extinction
large extinction
large extinction, poor night
clouds
M_2.8
light clouds
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(64)(65)
(66)
Feb 18 65: R % -o.o4
(72) Mar 03 65: clouds
(77) Mar 24 65: poor night
(78) Mar 29 65: poor night
(79) Dec 03 65: fading
(80) Dec 07 65: cirrus
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(1)
(2)
(12)
(21)
(32)
(63)
(64)(65)
(68)
(69)
(70)
(82)
(83)(84)
(9O)
(95)
(96)
May 02 63 :
May 05 63:
Jun 24 63:
Jul 14 63:
Aug 01 63:
Sep 04 63:
Sep l0 6 3:
Sep 26 63:
Oct 01 63:
Oct 05 63:
May 25 64:
May 27 64 :
May 06 65:
Aug 31165 :
Sep 02 65:
Notes to Table VIII
r % -o.o5
r % -0.o4
r _ +0.03
fading, r _ 0.03
inadequate cooling?
clouds
very large extinction
large extinction
large extinction
extinction poorly determined
fading
clouds
fading (vuspmlbcd)
extinction poorly determined
poo_ night
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MULTICOLOR PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRY OF THE MOON,
VENUS, MARS, AND OTHER PLANETS.
January i, 1967- January 31, 1968
Principal Investigator on Sub-Contract: William M. Irvine
Research Conducted
The research carz_led out under this sub-contract may be divided
into 3 categories_ Papers referzed to in this report are listed
in the biblio_rap_ly _c cn_ =1_d of the r_pc_rt. Abstracts to
these papers are given in the final report for NASA grant NsG 89-60.
A. Theozetioai Research on Radiative Transfer_ Dr. Irvine
obtained solutions to the eauation of radiative transfer applicable
to the continuum and line spectra of planets in the visible and
near infrared, In order to increase the speed and flexibility
of radiative transfer computations for use in the study of
absorption line strengths and shapes a comparison of the exact
solutions with approximate procedures was made (Irvine, 1968a
and 1968b). The results indicate that the small angle approximation
due to Romanova is quite rapid and accurate, but that the traditional
two-s_ream and Eddington-type approximations may give misleading
results when applied to the computation of line shapes. This
research was s apported in paz_t by NASA Grant NGR 22-010-023.
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Bo Reduction and Interpretation of Observational Data
Obtained Under NsG 89-60° During the first part of this
sub-contract Dr. Irvine made re_ula_ visits to Cambridge to
supervise the continued reduction of the observational data
at the Harvard College Observatory. The reduction procedures
are described by Young and irvine _i967), Final reduction of
the data was carried out at the University of Massachusetts_
The r'esuits axe p_esented in tabular form in papers by Irvine,
Simon, Menze±, Chanson, Lecomte, Griboval and Youn_ (1968) and
Irvine, Simon, Menzel, Pikoos, and Young (1968)_ These papers
will be included as appendices in the l inal report on the
p_in_ipal grant _
C Experlmen_s on Planetary Atmospheres. Initial progress
h_s been made _n a iabo_ato_oy study o__ a simalated Venus atmosphere.
I_ is Known _hat multiple scatte_in_ in a cloud layer will change
the _elative strength _d shape of absorption lines fo_med by
any gaseous constituents p_esent in a planetary atmosphere°
This effect is surely present for the near infrared lines observed
on Venus_ Interpretation of observed Venus spectra is further
:omplicated because the features attributed to the different
substances (C02, H20) overlap, and the relative strengths depend
ootn on particle composition and size in the clouds and on
tempe_ature an_ pf.essure Any attempt to sort out these effects
expe_imentaliy must ase a ion_-path absorption cell in order to
study t_e weak lines and create an environment in which cloud_
-3-
can be formed° Such research is being carried out at the
University of Massachusetts in the long-path absorption cell
at the Astrophysics Laboratory under the direction of Dr_
William T. Plummero This cell is i00 fto long and 3 fto in
diameter and has a capability for increasing the path length
through multiple reflections° Studies of the spectra obtained
when the absorption cell contains C02, CO 2 and water vapor,
and C02, waker vapor and water clouds are being made. Support
lot the continuation of _his research is being sought elsewhere.
-4-
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Publications Supported by this Sub-Contract:
Irvine, W. Mo 1968a, "Multiple Scattering by Large Particles.
II. Optically Thick Layers", Astrophys, J., June (in
press).
1968b, "An Evaluation of Romanova's Method in the Theory
of Radiative Transfer", in.Atmospheres of Venus and Mars,
edited by Brandt and McElroy, Gordon and Breach Science
Publishers Ine., New York, in press.
Irvine, WoM., T. Simon, DoH. Menzel, J. Charon, G. Lecomte, P.
Griboval and A.T. Young, "Multicolor Photoelectrlc Photometry
of the Brighter Planets. II. Observations from Le Houga
Observatory_ to be publlshed_
Irvine, W.Mo, T. Simon, D.H. Menzel, C. Pikoos, A. Young,
"Multicolor Photoelectric Photometry ofl the Brighter
Planets. IIIo Observations from the Boyden Observatory?,
to be published.
